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ABSTRACT 

I argue that modern lexicographical analyses and wider discussions of the 
terlll h'umanitas do not accurately refleet its significance in the Roman 
construction of themselves and others. My study of the word suggests 
that the Thesa'UT1JS Linguae Latinae and Oxjo-rd Latin Dictionary entries 
miss the most important points: that the concept is used either inclusively 
or exclusively and that the exclusive usage predominates. This renders 
the Roman idea of humanitas-a tool to distinguish 'us' from 'them'
significantly different from the inclusive tendency of the modern term 
'humanity'. 

Further, humanitas as 'culture' links with concepts of /atinitas and 
ur/HLnitas and hence with ideas of Roman-ness, which I call Romanitas_ 
An examination of the pressures to conformity upon the Roman elite and 
others who wanted to join that elite fmggests that humanitas and Romanitas 
converge. Tills, finally, raises questions for us as classicists: in our study of 
'Humanity' and 'the humanities' are we party to a blinkered elitism or are 
we prepared to embrace issues such as slavery, gender and multiculturalism? 

The theme of the 22nd CASA cOllference was 'Multiculturalism in Antiq
uity, , This paper is my response to that theme, Since a central issue in 
multiculturalism is how human beings cope when confronted with strange 
and unfamiliar phenomena, l'eadily summarised in the anthropologists' 
term 'the other', this paper focuses upon encountel'S with 'the other' in 
antiquity, specifically, Roman antiquity. As Rome extended her power 

1. Friellds and colleagues in the {) K at Royal Holloway in October 1996 and in South 
A [riea at the CASA conference at Pretoria in January 1997 heard (versions of) this 
paper: I am hugely grateful to you all for your encouraging reception of the paper 
and for the helpful comments and criticisms you offered. (That's esp .. .cially Richard 
Alston, Richard Hawley, Boris Rankov, Lene Rubinstein, Mary Siani-Davies-and 
A dam Morton.) For the shortcomings that remain, the buck stops with me. 
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through the Mediterranean lands and beyond, she encountered peoples 
to whom she could readily give the label of 'other'. The diversity of the 
Roman empire fed back into the city of Rome itself: we need look no further 
than the depiction of the city of Rome in satire, above all, in Juvenal's 
third satire, to realise that the multiculturalism of Roman society was 
a lasting issue-without, of course, accepting that the condemnation of 
'foreigners' in Rome by Juvenal's character Umbricius would have been 
widely endorsed; on the contrary, there are strong reasons for believing 
that Umbricius is a character designed by Juvenal to invite ridicule on 
himself. In this paper, I shall focus upon one specific term that is central 
to the issue of multiculturalism in ancient Rome-namely, humanitas--and 
I shall interrogate its significance in Roman thought and ideology. 

But before considering the nature of humanitas in Roman thought, it is 
worth reflecting briefly on our own preconceptions about 'humanity'. The 
OED entry reflects contemporary thought and usage by connecting the 
word 'humanity' with the words 'human' and 'humane'. Thus 'humanity' 
as connected with the adjective 'human' is 'the condition of being human; 
the human faculties or attributes collectively; human nature; man in the 
abstract' and hence 'the human race; mankind; human beings collectively'. 
And 'humanity' as connected with 'humane' is defined as 'the character 
or quality of being humane; behaviour or disposition towards others such 
as befits a human being, disposition to treat human beings and animals 
with consideration and compassion; kindness, benevolence'. So much is 
uncontroversial. Yet what it is to be human is contested, particularly in 
discussions of topical issues like abortion and euthanasia and persistent 
vegetative state, and modern philosophers continue to debate the point. 
An excellent example is the Australian Peter Singer who in Rethinking Life 
and Death quotes from Longfellow's Song of Hiawatha the words 'Every 
human heart is human' to tease out some of the differences lurking within 
the adjective 'human'.2 This is a salutary reminder that the concept of 
'humanity' is not simple or monolithic. 3 

Hmnanitas is potentially an enormous subject which has been discussed 
quite extensively, largely by German scholars during the last century or 
SO.4 The most recent monograph is Rieks' Homo: Humanus, Humanitas, 

2. Peter Singer, Rethinking Life and Death (Oxford 199!5) esp. 204-5. 

3. There are, of course, many treatments of this subject in literature too. The 
example I used in the oral presentation of this paper was Peter Carey's short 
story, 'Conversations with Unicorns' (in Collected StoTies, London 199.5), in which 
he presents two conflicting and flawed interpretations of 'humanity'. The portrayal 
of men as hunters and killers of the unicorns presents a classic pessimistic view of 
'humanity'-but the portrayal of the compassion of the narrator is also pessimistic, 
in that his fault is to assume that the unicorns share iIis values when he attempts 
to impose his conceptual framework of values on them. 

The dominating work must be Werner Jaeger's Paideia but there is plenty of 
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a study of 'Humanitat' in it.s widest and most ideal form in the Latin 
literature of t.he first century AD. 5 Accordingly, R.ieks presents a broadly 
chronological analysis of the nexus of ideas of 'Humanitat' in first century 
authors, including Vitruvius and Ovid; Manilius; Velleius Paterculus and 
Valeriufi Maximus; Phaedrus; Seneca, who receives a substantial chapter of 
course; PctrollillS: Lucan; Persius; Statius and the younger Pliny. That list 
alolle will convey some idea of the enormity of the topic. 6 More recently 
still, Veyne brings a rat.her different methodology to bear in an exciting 
ess::ty ('ntitl(~d 'Humanitas: Romans and non-Romans'. 7 He emphasises 
the gulf between twentieth-century abstract universalism and the essential 
pragmatism of the ancient idea of hwnanitas, particularly in rcIation to 
status, war and imperialism. Instead of retreading t.he same ground as the 
German scholarship, my method here will be to start with scrut.iny of the 
entries for h-urnanitas in the major dictionaries. This will lead me to similar 
conclusions t.o those of Veyne hut by a very different route. 

The categories in the 0.'£fon1 Latin Dictionary are as follows: 

1 Human nat.ure or charact.er. 

2 The quality distinguishing civilized man from Ravages or beasts, civi
lization, cuI t.ure. 

3 Humane character, kindness, human feeling. 

In Lewifi & Short. as follows: 

Human nature, humanity (in a good sense); the qualit.ies, feelings, and 
inclinations of mankind. 

I In ,sen., (for the most part only in Cicero). 
B Tramif., concr., i.q. hUm£1n117T! genus, the human race, mankind (very 

rare; mostly post-class.). 
n In partic. 
A Humane or gentle conduct. towards others, humanity, philanthropy, 

gent.leness, kindness, politeness (syn. comitas, facilitas, mansuetudo, 
dementia, opp. severitas: very freq. and class.). 

B Mental cultivation befitting a man, liberal education, good breeding, 
elep;ance of manners or language, refinement. 

other material, e.g., in addition to the items listed at TLL :i077.2G--S, F. Klingner, 
f1l1manitiit (1947). 

5. RLlrl"lf Rieks, Homo, llurnanlls) llumanitas (Munich 1967). He includes a useful 
survey of earlier scholarship on pages 14-23. 

6. In addition, there are treatments of humanitas in specific authors, e.g., J. l\layer's 
1951 Freiberg dissertation, llmnanitas bei Cice7'O. 

7. P. Veyne, 'H11rnanitas: Romans and non-Romans', in: A. Giardina (ed.), The 
Homans (Chicago 1993) 34269. 
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Finally, I offer a condensation of the nine-column entry hy W. Ehlers in 
the Thesaurus L-inguae Latinae (omitting some c.f the Christian material) 
as follows: 

I of the natural state of humans 
A 1 human nature 

2 Platonic Form 
3 metonymically: the human race, human beings 

B in genitive case = humanus 
II with emphasis on the state which suits human beings worthy of the 

name 
A of sound sense, = prudentia 
B of breeding t de generositate) 

1 denoting the state advanced heyond barbarian life (with "t:>"3rt:>,nf'O 

to some form of culture, either customs (mores) or educa.t.ion 
( doctrina) 

2 denoting the elevated perfection of human nature 
a of proper or honourable behaviour (' dignitas, hone8ta8) spec, 

of culture, wit, elegance (tepo8, facetia, elegantia) 
b of learning, education, sophistication (cru,ditio, doctrina, ur

banitas) 
c of kindness, generosity, mercy (comitas, benignita8, dementia, 

qJlAC(v6pomlc( ) 
(I) kindness in general 

(A) of people 
(1) towards people (inc the dead) 
(2) towards animals 

(B) of men in public life 
(1) magistrates 
(2) emperors 

(C) of the gods 
(lI) equivalent to hospitality 
(Ill) equivalent to munificeuce 
(IV) equivalent to fairness (of sentencing) 

A study of these analyses, with their divisions and sub-divisions of mate
rial, suggested to me that all three entries miss the most important point. 
The most central aspect of humanitas always derives from the context~ 
which indicates that the concept is being used EITHER inclusively OR 
exclusively. Not only is this distinction fundament,al but, in Roman text,s 
(in stark contrast to modern tendencies with the word 'humanity'), the 
~'Xdusive usage predominates. This needs expansion. 

The inclusive u~e is when a generalising statement is being made about 
phenomena that apply to the entire human race and that connect all the 
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H1PlllbpT'S of the human race with one another. From a modern perspective, 
thi:c: i:c: hardly surprising or striking. In the same way in Roman antiquity, 
w(~ filld Seneca using humanitas to refer to what is, in effect, the Platonic 
Forlll of humankind at Ep. 65.7 'itaque homines quidem pereunt, ipsa autem 
hUlllauitas ad quam homo effingitur pennanet et hominibus laborantibus, 
intereulltibus illa nihil patitnr' ('Therefore though humans die, Humanity 
itself. according to which humans are moulded, lasts and though humans 
toil and pass away, it suffers no change'). Jerome later goes further when he 
ddilles h'UTnanitas thus (Ep. 55.3.4): '''humanitatem'' in hoc loco dicimus 
Hon rnansuetudinem et clementiam, quam Graeci 'PLAC(v8pw1t[C(v uocant, sed 
OlllIH.~ hominllm genus' C humanitas is not pity and mercy, which the Greeks 
call (?LAC(vOpwr;lct, but the entire race of humankind'). It is here that my 
most, famous quotation beloIlgs, even though it does not actually use the 
word hnrnanitas: Terence's 'homo sum: humani nil a me alienum puto' 
(Heo(uton TimorGumenos 77): 'I am a human being and I reckon nothing 
humalL <.:Jien to me.' Never mind that in its original context this sentiment 
is 11 ttered by Chremes, the inquisitive, insensitive and self-satisfied old 
fool) who of aLl the characters in the play knows perhaps the lea.9t about 
human nature. It is more important that t.he quotation is lifted from its 
original comic context to become part of serious discourse, for example 
when Cicero uses it withov.t attribution in a discussion of nature and 
justice at De Legib1Ls 1.33 and with attribution but entirely seriously in 
a discllssion of duty and justice at De Officiis 1.30. Similarly, Seneca in 
Elnstle 95 uses the quotation, again without attribution, as an articulation 
of his argument for the commonality of humankind, in a passage which 
cullllina.tes in the memorable simile of the stone arch which would collapse 
if t1t(~ stones didn't mutually support each other (Ep. 95.52 3). This is 
essPIlt.ially an assimilating use which ignores or overridcs any differences, 
in order to emphasise shared 'human-ness'. 

This notion can be illustrated in a number of texts, for example, another 
passag(~ from Seneca's Letters, where in an obvious rewording of Terence 
be says of humanitas that 'nullum malum alienum putat' ('it counts no 
evil as belonging entirely to someone else', Ep. 88.30). It is here that the 
dictionary definitions of humanitas as denoting some kind of 'fellow-feeling' 
(Greek (Jul.l"a8c:vx) belong. At the basis of this is the idea that humanitas 
goe~ hand in hand with what the Romans call sensus communis, which is 
not 'coInJIlon sense' in our sense but an awa.reness of shared experience. 
To go again t.o Seneca's Let:ter's, he argues to Lucilius that philoso71hia 
offers sensum communem-, hwnanitatem et congregationem .,. ('Shared 
ex])erience, fellow-feeling, sociability', Ep. 5.4). This thrm accounts for the 
dose links betwecn hllmanitas and concepts of humaneness and kindness 
and compassion, expressed in terms like benignitas. rnise-ric01'dia, man
suetudo and clementia. For instance, Valerius Maximus, writing under 
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Tiberius a compendium of exempla (exemplary stories) for orators, has a 
single section entitled De h11manitate et clementia (5.1) in which he uses 
the two terms humanitas and clementia interchangeably and in which the 
overriding theme is that most basic of human needs, to receive a proper 
funeral and buria1. He includes examples of fierce enmity between R.omans 
and foreigners nevertheless overcome to accommodate a fitting respect to 
the dea,d: that is humanitas.8 Examples include the Senate's burial of 
king Perseus who died iu custody in Alba, the honours shown by Cornelius 
to the Carthagiuian Hanno after his death and by Hannibal to R.oman 
generals who died in the Second Punic War, and Mark Antony's gift of 
his own military cloak for the burial of Brutus. Similarly, early in Book 
12 of Statius' Thebaid, Creon's denial of burial for Polynices is described 
as a lack of humanitas: 'bello cogendus et armis I in mores hominemque 
Creon' (Theb. 12.165,6; in Melville's translation, 'By war I and weapons 
Creon must be forced towards I Humanity'). The:3e few examples nmke it 
dear that this inclusive use of the term humanitas is very similar to the 
Greek concept of qJlbvOrwn:{a:; indeed, as we shall soon see, the two terms 
were often regarded as equivalent. It is also very similar to OUT idea of 
humanity; for example, it underpins \'he giving of humanitarian aid. 

The inclusive use described above accounts for a fair proportion of usages 
of the word humanitas. But a much greater share i~; taken by the exclusive 
use of the term. What I mean by 'exclusive' use is contexts in which the 
term humanitas is used to differentiate one group from another, with a 
view to creating a telling distinction between 'us' and 'them'. In some 
contexts, this differentiation is simply between human and beast-and 
this usage is, obviously, closest to the inclusive llse above, but with the 
important difference that the cont.ext actually draws attention to t,he 'non
beast-lless' involved in being human. More often, though, the category 
'beast' is metaphorical. That is, OIle category of humans is distinguished 
from another by labelling one group as 'bestial' or 'savage' and another 
as 'civilised'. This is often expressed by evoking an underlying antithesis 
between 'barbarity' and 'civilisation'. One notorious example of this is from 
Tacitus' AgTico[a., where Tacitus is praising Agricola's skill in dealing with 
the native Britons. He describes their gradual conversion from barbarism to 
culture, humanitas, culminating in their appropriat.ion of Roman amenities 
such as 'arcades and bathhouses and sumptuous hanquets' ('paulatimque 
descensllm ad delenimenta uitiorum, porUcus et baIinea et conuiuiorum el
egantiam'). He caps his catalogue of the' allurements of vice' ('delenimenta 
uitiorum') with the caustic comment that 'idque apud imperitos humanitas 

8. An important point about burial is that it is the lowest common denominator: ar
chaeologists and anthropologists use data about burial customs to draw infen"nces 
about cultural structures. That is, burial is one way of judging who is included in 
and excluded from the category of humanitas. 
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uocabatllr, cum pars seruitutis esset' ('among the inexperienced these were 
called "civilisation", when really they were just a feature of their enslave
ment', Agr. 21.3). That is, Tacitus is aware of the cachet of the outward 
signs of 'ci vilitmtion' but at the same time, with his comment into his sleeve 
abont slavery, suggests that this may be misleading. In contexts like this, 
hmnanitas is a flexible term which can be applied in order to differentiate 
any group from any ot.her on grounds of cultural superiority /inferiority. It 
is this which renders t,he Roman idea of humanitas so significantly different 
from the all-embracing, inclusive tendency of modern western usages of 
the term 'humanity'. And since the differentiation is so often based on an 
assertion of cultural superiority, that makes it imperative to consider the 
issue of culture. 

Accordingly, that will be central to rest of this paper, as I scrutinise 
texts where the word humanitas features and which contribute to our 
understanding of Roman ideas of humanitas. 

Defining humanitas as paideia 

From the second century eE, Gellius offers his definition of humanitas. He 
takes trouble to distinguish his 'proper' understanding of the term from the 
common identification of humanitas with Greek Cjll/\avElpwnLa (Attic Nights 
13.17): 

qui uerba Latina fecerunt qllique iis probe usi sunt humanitatem non 
id esse uoluerunt quod uulglls existimat quodque a Graecis Cjll),av
OpwicLa dicitur et significat dexteritatem quamdam beneuolentiamque 
erga umnes homines promiseam; sed humanitatem appellauerunt id 
propemodum quod Graeci nalodav uocant, nos eruditionem institu
tionemque in bona.'3 artes dicimus; quas qui sinceriter cupiunt ap
petuntqne, hi sunt uel maxime humanissimi. huius enim scientiae 
cura et disciplina ex uniuersis animantibus uni homini data est, id
circa que humanitatl appellata est. 

Those who have spoken Latin and have used the language correctly 
tio not give to the word humanitas the meaning which it is commonly 
thought to have, namely; what the Greeks call IplACXVepunrlcx, signifying 
a 1,:'ind of friendly spir-it and good-feeling towards all men without 
distindion; but they gave to humanitas about the force of the Greek 
TCwlHav, that is, what we call education and training in the liberal 
arts. Those who most earnestly desire and seek after these are the 
rnost higMy humanised. For the pursuit of that kind of knowledge, 
and the training given by it, have been granted to man alone of all the 
animals, and for that reason it is termed 'humanity.' 

For GeUius, humanitas is something learned: paideia, or education, in the 
broadest possible sense. I shall now explore this sense of humanitas as 
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paideia, showing how it IS used in various contexts as a powerful tool to 
distinguish 'us' from 'them', before going OIl to make some connections 
with issues of tolerance and assimilation and cultural imperialism. 

The origin of humanitas 

Greece is (not surprisingly) seen as the provenance of humanifas (Plin. 
Ep. 8.24.2), especially Athens (Cic. Flace. 62). We can be more specific 
than that: according to Cicero at Div. 1.2, religion is a feature which 
distinguishes h1J,1nanus from barbams, and at De Legibus 2.36 he is more 
specific still: he says that it was the mystery religions of Athens that 
brought people from barbarism to humanitas. He has Marclls say to 
AtticlIs: 

For among the many excellent and indeed divine institutions which 
your Athens has brought forth and contribu ted to human life (in 
11itam homin1J,1n), none in my opinion if) better than those mysteries. 
For through them we have been brought out of our barbarous and 
savage mode of life and educated and refined to a state of civilisa
tion' (ex agr'esti immanique uita exculti ad h'L~manitatem et mit-igati 
sumus). 

So Greece and specifically Athens provides the origin of humanitas. 
Such ideas seem to plug directly into the familiar phenomenon of Rome's 

sense of cultural inferiority to Greece, which is succinctly expressed by 
Horace: 'Graecia capta ferum uictorem cepit' ('Conquered Greece con
quered her wild invader', Ep. 2.1.156). The continuation of the quotation 
is important, though less often cited: 'et artes I intulit agresti Latio' ('and 
brought the arts to rustic Latium'). Horace articulates an awareness that 
Rome imported aT'tes (in the sense which includes that used by Gcllius) 
from Greece and from Greek culture. But this sense of inferiority obscures 
Rome's other cultural debts. After all, Enuius, the father of Latin litera
ture, spoke thr'ee la,nguages: Greek, Oscan and Latin (Gell. 17.17.1). Yet 
the Roman debt to native Italian cultures--such as the Sabines and above 
all the Etruscans--is largely erased or at least overshadowed in Latin texts 
by the need to describe the relationship with Greek culture, a relationship 
which is always shot with ambivalence, as Erich Gruen, for example, 
has shown in the way a distinction was drawn between Hellenism and 
Hellenes even by Roman intellectuals, who, in Gruen's words, 'absorbed 
and benefited from Hellenic culture but felt free to belittle and defame its 
representatives' without seeing any contradiction. 9 

That picture of self-definition in terms of a relationship to Greek 'other
ness' predominates through the Republic. And yet, in the first century eE, 

9. E. Gruen, The Hellenistic World and the Coming of Rome (Berkeley lH84) 270. 
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it is at least possible to ma.ke another claim entirely. Ovid, for instance, 
sees Rome as Athens' successor in propagating the refinement of humanity 
(Pont. 2.9A8: 'emollit mores nee sinit esse feros': 'she softened men's ways 
and forhade them be wild'). And Pliny the Elder, instead of picturing 
Athens as the cradle of huma.nity, celebrates Italy as divinely designed to 
'give huma.nkind civilisation' (,humanitatem homini daret'), in a passage at 
least partly inspired by Virgil's 'praises ofItaly', 'laudes It aliae , , in Georgics 
2.13676) and with an essentiaHy similar emphasis on Italy's multifaceted 
natural richness (NIl 3.39): 

llCe: ignoro ingrati ac segnis animi existimari posse merito si obiter 
atque ill transeursu ad hunc modum dicatur terra omnium terrarnm 
alulTlua eadem et parens, numine denm electa quae caclum ipsum 
clarius faceret, sparsa congregaret imperia ritusque molliret et tot 
populorum discordes ferasque linguas sermonis commercio contra
heret ad colloquia et humanitatem homini daret, breviterque una 
clluetarum gentium in tot orbe patria fieret. 

I am well aware that 1 may with justice be con.5ider:ed ungrateful and 
lazy if 1 describe in this cas1),al and cm'sarl} manner a land which 
is (Lt once the nursling and the mother' of all other lands, chosen by 
the ]J7'Ovidence of the gods to make heaven itself more glorious, to 
unite scattered empires, to make manners gentle, to draw together in 
converse by commlLnity of languages the jarring and uncouth tongues 
of 80 many nations, to give humankind civilisation and in a word to 
become througholLt the world the single fatherland of all the races. 

Now this praise of Italy as the cradle of civilisation permits a pretty big 
'us': all of Italy in all its diversity. In this passage, PUny nalIles many 
diifer(:ut races, but puts them all under one umbrella. And he even feels 
able to a,cknowledge the relationship with Greece by referring to the nalIle 
given to a small part ofItaly, Magna Graecia (NIl 3.42). This nomenclature 
he interprets as a compliment by the Greeks, an attitude at some distance 
away from the cultural inferiority of a century earlier. What the Pliny 
passage demonstrates is that ill the mid-first century eE, the 'we' who 
have hnmanitas can be seen as Italian rather than as Greek. This provokes 
an enquiry into how this change in perspect;ive took place, a potentially 
huge question, of which onc aspect will be examined here. 

It seems important that Pliny leads into his attribution of humanitas by 
reference to language (NH 3.39). Humanitas, then, has a close connection 
with language-and in that respect we should remember that the Greek 
term ba7'b(17'Os is in origin a linguistic term which assimilates 1;he languages 
of others to the inchoate and incomprehensible noises made by animals. 
Ot ~6:p~c(pOl were, according to LSJ, originally 'all non-Greek-speaking 
peoples'. Language, suggests Pliny, is a unifying and civilising force. Hence 
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it sc'ems likely that latinitas is an important component of the Roman idea 
of hmnanitas. 

Humanitas and latinitas 

It seems there was a Greek concept of purity in language called hellenismos 
by Diogen8s of Babylon, a Stoic writing in the early 2nd BCE. IO 

Diogenes seems to Mse this term to denote language that is not barbarisrnos 
or soloecismos, The Roman reaction to t.he necessary implication that 
Latiu is barbaric is, at least sometimes, ironic. Hence PlautuB writes in 
the prologue to the Trinummus: 'Philemo scripsit, Plautus uortit btu'bare' 
CPhiJemon wrote the play and Plantns has translated it into barbarian" 
Trin. 19, cf. Asin. 11). Yet it is not very long before Romans adopt the 
same with the substitution of laiinitas for hellenismos (e.g. 
Rhei. ad Herenn" 80s BeE), a development at IHaElt in part made possible 
by the development of an elite literary language. From this point. OD, great 
importance was attached la the purity of latinitas. This is manifested 

for example, I.he int.olerance shown toward~ solecisms and provincial 
accents at Rome. Catullus' HalTins and his unwonted aspirations in Poem 
84 immediately spring to mind. Less well known is Statius' poem in praise 
of Septimius Severus, who was born in Libya (S,i,lv. 4.5.45-8): 

non senna Poenns, non habitus tibi, 
non externa mens: Italus, ItaIns. 
sunt Vrbe Romanisqne turmis 
qui Libyam deceant alumni. 

YO'ur speech is not Punic, nor your bmring; 
your outlook is not foreign: you're Italian, Italian. 
In the City and among Roman knights there are 
foster~children to do Libya credit. 

It s('crns clear that there was considerable pressure for the full assimila
tion of provincial accents, such a.'l Spanish and African accents, at Rome. 
Quintilian says that one's words should have nothing peregrina et externa 
about them (/0 8.1.2-3): 

qua.re, si fieri potest et uerba omnia et llOX. h.uius alumnum Vrbis 
oleant, ut oraUo ROlllana plane uideatur, non ciuitate donata. 

if possible our voice and all 011.1" words should be such as to T(!veal the 
native of this city, so that our .speech may Beem to be of gen1L'ine Ro
man origin and not 'lTuoreiy to have presented 'with Roman citizenship. 

10. See Carlotta Dionisotti, 'Hellenism us' in: O. Weijers (ed.), Vocabulary of Teaching 
and Research between Middle Ages and Renaissanee (Turnhout 1995) 45-58. 
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Elsewhere he is a little more accommodating. He differentiates between 
two categories of words: latina and peregrina (IO 1.5.55-6) and on this 
basis, 118 is prepared to overlook Livy's Patavinitas and to count all Italian 
accents as Roman (1.5.56: 'licet omnia Italica pro Romanis habeam'). Livy 
is the classic case who is cited as an exception to pure latinitas. This focus 
is qllite striking, given the diversity of origin of Latin writers. But the fact 
that more exceptions are not pointed out suggests a remarkably high level 
of assimilation. Latin writers, wherever they come from, it seems, write in 
a Roman voice. 

And these standards are not merely linguistic. They apply to conduct 
too, So Cieero roundly condemns behaviour on the basis that it does not 
exemplify humanitas--for example, at De Officiis 1.145, that all too human 
activity of singing in the street: 

ea quae multum ab humanitate discrepant, ut si qui in foro cant et 
aut Ai qua est alia magna peruersitas 

jlagmnt breaches of good breeding, like .singing in the street.s or any 
other gro.~s misconduct. 

Humanitas and urbanitas 

Such infringements of humanitas, in both word and deed, are at the same 
time infringements of urbanitas. In fact, these two words make their earliest 
appearances in literature at around the same time, humanitas, according 
to Rieks, in the Ad Herennium written in the 80s BCE, and urbanitas, 
according to Ramage, in Cicero's speech for Roscius Amerinus, delivered 
in 80 BCE. ll In the Pm Roscio Amerino, urbanitas is glossed by the 
word Iwmanitas and is evidently virtually synonymous. For Cicero, both 
humanitas and urbanitas denote 'refinement' and 'culture'. 

'I'he implication of these developments of the first century BCE, including 
the displacement of the term hellenismos by latinitas in the Rhetorica 
ad Herennimn and the virtual synonymity of the terms h11manitas and 
urbanitas, is that Romans such as Cicero see themselves as the arbiters 
of 'civilisation' and no longer in total thrall to Greek culture. 'Culture' 
as represented in the qualities of humanitas is rooted in the great city of 
Rome, the Vrbs from which is derived the noun urbanitas, 

In all this, Roman humanitas is evidently a highly specific cultural 
construct which can be used as a way of asserting a crucial difference, 
of distinguishing the in-crowd from the rest. It is, to go back to Gellius' 
definition, eruditionem institutionemq1.le in bonas artes. It consists of an 
education, in the broadest sense of the word, which instils the right way of 

11. See Rhet. ad Herenn. 2.50, Cic. Pro Rose. Am. 120-1 and E.S. Ramage, Urbanita.s: 
Ancient Sophistication and Refinement (Norman 1973) 55-6. 
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thinking, the right mores, which in a Roman context, will largely consist 
of mos maiornm. 'How we behave' at the centre is how anyone else from 
anywhere else must also behave if they are to be deemed in possession of 
hnmanitas, which is thus more or less identified not only with ?lrbanitas 
but also wit.h what I shall call Romanitas. That in turn raises two large 
questions: what does Romanitas consist of and how does the elite ensure 
its perpetuation? 

Romanitas in words and ideas 

It is striking that there is no such Latin word as Romanitas (at least, 
not until Tertullian). This is presumably because it is the default, in the 
mouths of those who authored the texts that we read: it is 'us'. The search 
for the word Romanitas is a vain one. The words, then, to look for are nos 
and noster/ra/mm. The Mediterranean Sea is mare nostrnm. Claudius 
(according to Tacitus at Ann. 11.24) talks about all Italy-all its terrae 
and gfmtes-coalescing in nomen nostrnm. 12 

Once this definitional point is accepted, there are many texts which could 
be brought to bear as articulations of Romanitas. I shall confine myself 
to two central authors: a familiar text and a not-so-familiar one. First 
of all, there is Virgil's articulation of what it is to be Roman in Book 6 
of the Aeneid, an articulation which is almost offi.cial, almost authorised, 
supplemented with a passage from Book 12 where Virgil expands on that 
to reveal the especially Italian roots (and the explicitly not-Trojan roots) 
of the qualities he has designated as Roman (Aen. 6.847-53 and 12.821-88, 
tr. R. Fitzgerald): 

excudent alii spirantia moIIius aera 
(credo equidem), uiuos ducent de marmore uoltus, 
orabunt causas melius, caelique meatus 
describent radio et surgentia sidera dicent: 
tu regere imperio populos, Romane, memento 
(hae tibi erunt artes) pacique imponere morem, 
parcere subiect-is et debellare superbos. 

Others will cast more tenderly in bronze 
Their breathing jignres, I can well believe, 
And bring more lifelike portraits out of marble; 
A1:gne more eloqnently, 7~se the pointer 
To trace the paths of heaven accnrately 

12. This phenomenon can be paralleled in other langnages where the word for 'us' 
(i.e. the people in question) means, basically 'people'. So Deutsch is cognate with 
de1Ltlich, i.e. intelligible. And I wonder if it is just a coincidence that the United 
States is regularly referred to as the U.S. (US!)-and that Western Europe gives 
the abbreviation W.E.? 
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And: 

A nd accurately foretell the rising stars. 
Roman, remember by your strength to rule 
Earth's peoples--fo'( Y01Lr aTts aTe to be these: 
To pacify, to impose the rule of law, 
To spare the conquered, battle down the pmud. 

cum iam couubiis pa.cem felicibus, esto, 
component, cum iam leges et foedera iungent, 
ne uetus indigenas nomen IIlutare Latinos 
neu Troas fieri iubeas Teucrosque uocari 
aut uocern mutare uiros aut uertere uestern. 
sit Latium, sint Albani per saecula reges, 
sit Romana potens Itala uirtute propagoi 
occidit, occideritque sinas cum nomine l'roia. 

when presently 
They crown peace with a happy wedding day
So let it be--and merge their laws and treaties, 
Never command the land's own Latin folk 
To change theiT old name, to become new Trojans, 
Known as Teucrians; never make them alter 
Dialect 01' dress. Let Latium be. 
Let there be Alban kings for generations, 
A nd let Italian val01' be the strength 
Of Rome in after times. Once and for all 
Troy fell, and with her name let her lie fallen. 

The less familiar passage is from the opening of Cicero's TusC'ulan Disputa
tions, where he is justifying his writing of philosophy in Latin (Tusc. Dis. 
1.1-2) : 

. , , nOIl quia philosophia Graecis et litteris et doctoribus pereipi non 
posset, sed meum semper iudicium fuit omnia nostros aut inuenisse 
per se sapientius quam Graecos aut accepta ab illis fecisse rneliora, 
quae quidem digna statuissent in quibus elaborarent. nam mores et 
instituta uitae resque domesticas ac farniliares nos profecto et melius 
tucmur et lautius, rem uero publicam nostri maiores certe melioribus 
temperauerunt et institutis et legibus. quid loquar de re militari'? in 
qua cum uirtute nostri multum ualuerunt tum plus etiam disciplina. 
iam ilIa quae natura non litteris adsecuta est, neque cum Graecia 
neque ulla cum gente sunt conferenda . 

. , . not that philosophy could not be learnt from Gr'eek writers and 
teachers, but it has always been my convietion that our country
men have shown more wi.5dom every~/}heTe than the Greeks, either 
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in making discoveries for themselves, or else in improving upon what 
they had received from Greece-in such subjects at least as they had 
judged 'Worthy of the devotion of their efforts. For morality, rules of 
l~fe, family and household economy are surely ~'T1aintained by 'Us in a 
better and more dign'ified way; and beyond quest:ion our ancestor's have 
adopted better regulations and laws than others in directing the polICY 
of government. What shall I say of the art of war? In this sphere 
our' cOlmt',...ymen have proved their .5uperioritll by valour as well as in 
an even greater' degree by discipline, When we come to natural g'ijts 
apart from book-learning they are above comparisons with the Greeks 
or any such people. 

In the light of those expressions of Romanitas it is now important to 
consider some specific ways in which the ideals of Romanitas were instilled 
and p<:rpetuated. 

Teaching Romanitas 

Powerful forces towards assimilation were exerted on elite Romans and 
in turn on would-be Romans who received (some of) the same education 
and acculturation, This was a highly conformist society in which the only 
place for individuality was in out-achieving the great, achievements of one's 
ancestors, For a son of an elite family (the focus on males reflects my 
emphasis upon public life), we need look no further than the pressure to 
emulate the great achievements of the maiores, the ancestors, literally 'the 
greater ones': the imagines (masks) of the ancestors were present and on 
display in the atrium, the public part of the house, where visitors were 
received, Imagines played an important role in the Roman funeral: they 
conveyed messages for the young men of the house and for the wider public, 
as is illustrated particularly graphically in an account of a typical funeral of 
a grea.t man in Roman society written from the pe.l'spective of an outsider, 
the Greek historian Polybius, writing in the second century BeE (6,53). As 
well as the concrete imagines before their eyes, young Romans had role 
models dinned into their ears, through t,he emphasis put on exemplarity in 
the Roman education system, Valerius Maximus provides no less than 96i 
exempla providing patterns of how and how not to behave, 

The power of these forces of Romanisation 1S indicated in Tacitus' elo
quent version of Claudius' speech about admitting Gauls to the Senate 
w hen he provides what amounts to a catalogue of assimilation: cases of 
great Roman families with origins elsewhere whose loyalty is now to their 
Roman patr·ia. And it is, above all, education Roman-style (even if that 
incorporates or even simply repackages substantial Greek elements) that 
is the agent of this assimilation. So Juvenal, in Satire 15, a poem on the 
theme of man's inhumanity to man, including an incident of cannibalism, 
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a PC)(,Ill which generally chews over issues of 'humanity', surveys the huge 
spread of civilised ideas: 

nunc tot us Graias nostrasque habet orbis Athenas, 
Gallia causidicos docuit facunda Britannos, 
de conducendo loquitur jam rhetore Thyle. 

Today the 'Whole 1J.'Orld has its Creek and its Roman Athens; eloquent 
Can/ has trained the pleadel's of Britain and distant Th7lle talks of 
hiriny (1 rhetor'ician (15.110-12). 

The ;-;tandards set by the centre- by the powerful elite at Rome--·are 
thus held up for the rest of the empire (and perhaps the rest of the world) 
lo aspire to and to emulate. But how does this sit with the toleration 
of local differences which is seen by some as the hall-mark of the Roman 
arlmiuistration and the key to its enduring hold upon power? 

Romanitas, humanitas, toleration and assimilation 

In the extensive debate among ancient historians about toleration, Peter 
Garnsey argues against an active concept of toleration by attributing to 
Rome's leaders 'nothing more grandiose than an appreciation of the dis
tinctness of the different peoples who made up their empire, combined with 
an implicit recognition of their inability to control their subjects beyond a 
certain point and the unwisdom of rousing local passions.' 13 That is, he 
suggests that Roman 'toleration' of local variations amounts to indifference 
or a laissez-faire attitude. That certainly seeIllS more plausible than Karl 
Galinsky's upbeat argument in his essay on multiculturalism in Greece 
and Rome that the Roman attitude to the local variations they found 
was onc of respect. 14 Peter Brown, discussing 'The Limits of Intolerance' 
ill tllf" context of the Christianisation of the Roman world, emphasises 
I,he importance of the tried and tested methods of governing an enormous 
empin·. 15 

For him this consists importantly of winning the cooperation and loyalty 
of [oci'll elites-and this is achieved by behaving to them and expecting 
thf:lrJ to behave according to what he calls 'an ancient ideal of civility' 
which was inculcated primarily through their shared education (he uses 
the Gn'ek word paideia but would not wish to limit his comments to the 
Greek east). This seems persuasive. And Brown's concept of 'civility' for 
the later Roman period seems to overlap very substantially with what I am 

13. p,·ter Garnsey, 'Religious toleration in Classical Antiquity', in: \V.l. Shiels (ed.), 
Persecution rmd Toleration (Oxford 198,1) 1~27:12. 

14.. \(ari Galinsky, 'Multiculturalism in Greece and Rome', in Classical and Modern 
Interactions (Austin 1992) 149. 

15. p"ter Brown, Authority and the Sacred (Cambridge 1995) 29~54. 
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calling humanita,9 at an earlier period. In both ca:::es, Brown's 'civility' and 
my hurwmitas, neither is an explicitly philosophical concept and both are 
highly pragmatic, with their recognition of the need for the assimilation of 
the local elites. 

Ethnography clearly is an important potential source here; limits of space 
permit only a gesture. Latin ethnography is a complicated category of dis
course, not least because it is dearly a continuation of a Greek incellf:ctual 
pursuit, as Momigliano illustrated extensively in Alien Wisdom, and the 
default language for the writing of ethnography remained Greek 1G That 
said, the central question is whether and to what extent ethnography in 
Latin literature sets out to objectify 'the other' or to understand it from 
the inside. as modern anthropology claims to do. An initial impression 
of Latin ethnography is a tendency towards mirabilia and tabloid-Btyle 
sensationalism, with very little effort to understand different cultures from 
their own point of view. And even where we do seem to find appmciation of 
some cha.racteristics of the 'other', for example, in Tacitus' 'noble 
type, it remains the case that such descriptions are seldom to 
see things from the inside but, rather, serve other political (Uld ideological 
interests. I do not detect any profound humanitas, in the sense of <jilA:XV

Opwn:la. or O'U!l~<ieela., in Latin ethnographies. In fact, these ethnographies 
serve the function of reaffirming Roman culture by drawing particular clear 
boundarieB between 'us' and the 'other'. 

This takes us back again to humanitas-defined much as Gellius defines 
it--as a tool of Roman cultural imperialism. It says, learn to be like 'us' 
and then you can join 'us'. Hurnanitas and Romanitas converge in CL process 
of assimilation of local elites to the Roman elite. This assimilation must, 
of course, be confined to the local elites whose cooperation and loy(~lty are 
needed for the smooth running of the empire. Yet there is another way in 
>""hich a weaker sense of Rornanitas is much more widespread. 

Cosmopolitanism and Romanitas 

Cosmopolitanism--being a citizen of the world-is an idea which seems 
to arise in the Hellenistic period, associated initially with the Cynics 
especially, who wished to deny allegiance to any particular local political 
centre or leader. For the purposes of the present paper, the of the 
idea are lesfl important than their manifestation in Roman ideology. If we 
look at Seneca, we find a Stoicised cosmopolitanism in his view that pach 
individual is a citizen in the cosmos, v .. ithout his denying the possibility 
of engagement. in local political activity if that individual so wishes. That 
realisation in turn provokes the suggestion that the idea of cosmopolit311ism 
manifests itself in a very specific form under the Roman empire, in the 
~---~~ ---
16, A, Momigliano, Alien Wisdom (Cambridge 1975). 
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gradual ext.ension of Roman citizenship through the centuries from Rome 
through Italy and beyond, until the universal grant of citizenship by the 
constitutio Antoniniana in 212 CE. If the Roman empire is presented as 
world empire, as 'imperium sine fine' (to use Virgil's phrase), then to be a 
citiZ(~ll of such an empire is, in effect, to be a citizen of the cosmos. This 
argument connects with and may give rise to the later association of the 
words VRBS and ORBIS and the implied convergence of those categories. 
The consequences of this kind of vision are celebrated by Aelius Aristides
another outsider like Polybius, an 'admiring provincial' writing in Greek
in his 26th Oration delivered in the imperial court in 155 CE. Among the 
ma.ny things he celebrates about Rome is that 'all lies open to all men' 
and 'no on8 is a foreigner here who deserves to hold office or to be trusted' 
(60); that 'what a city is to its boundaries and its territories, so this city 
is to the whole inhabited world' (61); and that 'in your pride you have not 
made it admired by giving no one else a share of it, but you have sought 
a citizen body worthy of it, and you have caused the word "Roman" to 
belong not to a city but to be the name of a sort of common race' (63). In 
short, Aelius Aristides Cfdebrates a cosmopolitan vision of the relation of 
Rome with the rest of the world. 

And, if Rome is the world, then Romanitas is humanitas. As Byron, 
quoting the words of Bede, said (Childe Hamld's Pilgr'image IV.cxlv): 

\Vhile stands the Coliseum, Rome shall stand; 
When falls the Coliseum, Rome shall fall; 
And when Rome falls-the World. 

The Coliseum is of course a potent image of Rome, perhaps because of its 
circularity, its enclosuno, its representation in microcosm of the world. But 
to dose I shall focus upon anoth8r circular Roman building which secms to 
convey the same nexus of ideas even more powerfully-the Pantheon. In 
t.his structure, the temple first built by Agrippa and redesigned and rebuilt 
by Hadrian in the form of the rotunda that we know today, the message 
conveyed by the use of symbolism and space is still more powerful. \Vhether 
or not we are convinced by Ziolkowski's recent argument that Agrippa's 
original construction was a temple of Mars, it is clear that the building was 
widely known as the Pantheon from the mid-first century CE. 17 Cassius 
Dio, writing early in the third century, speculates upon what 'Pantheon' 
stood for (53.27.2). He considers the possibility that the name derives from 
the many effigies of gods therc, but prefers to think that it is because the 
dome resembles the sky. On either of Dio's views, the name of the Pantheon 
alon~ expresses its all-inclusive religious symbolism. 

] 7. Adam Ziolkowski, 'Was Agrippa's Pantheon the temple of Mars in Campo?', PBSR 
62 ns 49 (1994) 261--77. 
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Palladio recorded the widespread OpInIOn that the Pantheon was 'an 
image of the world'.18 The reason is this. In the interior of the Pantheon, 
the vertical cylinder and the hemispherical dome are of equal height, with 
the radius and height of the cylinder the same. Or, to put it another way, 
the dome takes half the height of the interior and if continued would form 
a perfect sphere touching the floor. That is, the Pantheon seems to be 
designed as a symbol of universality. The dome, the home of 'all the gods', 
represents the heavens, and the circumference of th'3 dome and the cylinder 
represent an idealised circumference of universal empire, coterminous with 
the circumference of the heavens. The rotunda is a seamless and unified 
whole and as such implies that the same qualities of seamlessness and 
unity exist in the empire of which it is at the centre. There surely cannot 
be any more totalising image to illustrate the overlay of Romanitas upon 
humanitas. 

That totalisation persists even to this day. In the Scottish universities, 
the term 'Humanity' is still used to denote the study of Latin language and 
literature. And according to the OED, 'humanity' more generally denotes 
'Learning or literature concerned with human culture: a term including 
the various branches of polite scholarship, as grammar, rhetoric, poetry, 
and esp. of the ancient Greek and Latin classics.' This raises all kinds 
of issues about the canon, about which texts and ideas are studied and 
why: why certain 'classic' texts and not others are deemed to constitute 
the 'humanitiC'B'. The Classics profession has often been regarded, in the 
UK at any rate, as a backward and elitist area. But does the study 
of 'Humanity' and the humanities have to be elitist? Not intrinsically. 
Edward Said, in Culture and Imperialism, laments the fact that 'Most 
professional humanists. .. are unable to make the connection between the 
prolonged and sordid cruelty of such practices as slavery, colonialist and 
racial oppression, and imperial subjection on the one hand, and the poetry, 
fiction, and philosophy of the society that engages in these practices on the 
other.' 19 Said's targets are, I take it, recent British and American scholars. 
But in any case, he is too pessimistic. I for one am greatly heartened by 
the fact that Classics can reach out and discuss issues such as slavery, 
gender and multiculturalism. This is in itself the most optimistic sign I 
can imagine. It is my firm belief that the study of the ancient world can 
invite us to look at our own world with new eyes and can give us the 
intellectual tools we need to face a changing and ever more multicultural 
world into the next millcnium. 

18. As reported by David Watkin, 'Architecture', in: R. Jenkyns (ed.), The Legacy of 
Rome (Oxford 1992) 345--52. 

19. Edward Said, Culture and lmperialism (London 1993) xiv. 
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